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Wireframer
One of the biggest recommendations that can be given to a delivery/development team is to never under-
estimate the importance of the ‘design phase’. It is important to ensure that you have a design phase,
especially if youwant to approach automation development and delivery holistically.

Blue PrismCloud follow a ‘design-centric’ development lifecycle with the separation of the development
initiative being split into design and development. The design aspect is undertaken by an architect or
senior lead in the project, focusing on delivering a development wireframe to the core development team.
The purpose of the design stage is the understand what objects, components, processes, queues,
environment variables and files need to be created, how they will be managed and maintained and
understand what they purpose is, not just in the short term for delivering this process automation, but also
in the longer termof howyouwant to build up the ecosystemof automation artifacts. These objects,
components, and processes will then be wireframed together to give a skeleton to the business process
automation,without mapping or integrating into any business applications. They may include some basic
logic, but it is common that there is no advanced logic prepared. It is recommended that the process
wireframe is inherited froma process template. This ensures that the core process design is the same
across every process automation, thus readable and maintainable by all developers.

Blue PrismCloud provide various toolsets and prepared workflows for achieving fluid, rapid design
implementations, subsequently providing a quicker and more agile development phrase. The main tool to
assist the AutomationDeveloper in this task isWireframerwithinHub.

Releases
This user guide coversWireframer, a pluginwithinHub which is part of the Blue PrismCloud platform. This
specific guide is for the following releases of the Blue PrismCloud product:

• Release 3.0 ofWireframer is the standalone version released in February 2020; and

• Release 4.0 ofWireframer is the on-premise variant released in August 2020.

Wireframer is changing location from release 4.0. It will nowbe found under the Automation Lifecycle
Management (ALM) section of Hub, rather than the Design Studio section. This guide outlines functionality
and usage of theWireframer plugin. By utilizingWireframer, automation developers can create a skeleton
of the automationwhichwill adhere to Blue PrismCloud’s best practice. It is assumed as part of this guide
that the user is familiar with Blue PrismCloud digitalworkforce and has experience with components such
as Hub and Blue Prism.

Benefits
TheWireframer allows you to efficiently define business objects that can be used as part of an automation
process. The benefits of designing using this methodology is that it allows the AutomationDesigner to
rapidly deploy business objects and actions that will form the structure of the business process being
automated. The simplicity in the plugin allows the definition of these business objects and actions, along
with best practice techniques, to ensure that enterprise grade automations are always built.Wireframer is
designed toworkwith Blue PrismCloud’s approach to types of object structure, which are:

• OPP/OPS –Objects per Page/Object per Screen;

• MOPP/MOPS –Multiple Objects per Page/Multiple Objects per Screen;

• OPA –Object per Application.
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Basics
Asmentioned,Wireframer is a plugin that is installed into Hub. Like all pluginsWireframerwill need to be
installed by your Hub administrator before it can be made available to your user community. The
Wireframer plugin is found under the Design Studio section of plugins in the Plugin Repository.

After installationWireframer is launched from the left-hand navigationmenu bar.

After launchingWireframer the following appears.

This menu allows the user to create a newwireframe, look back on previous deployed wireframes, or to
continue where you left of if youwere only partially through a wireframe design.
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Create a new wireframe
By selecting the Create NewWireframe menu option on theWireframer landing page, the user is
prompted to enter a name and a description for the newwireframe.

Enter a wireframe name and an optional description. The wireframe name is used to enable easy
identification of the wireframe using the search and filtering capabilities of Hub. This enables the
organization to identify wireframeswhen saved as draft or deployed. Though the description is optional it
is best practice that this is supplied to ensure that if others are working on the same project they
understand what the wireframe you have created relates to. The description enables a user to view the
details of the wireframe without needing to open the wireframe and view each individual object, so a good
description is really essential. Once the formhas been completed, press Continue to launchWireframer.

The wireframe created, enables you to define Objects and Actions, the same principle and manual
techniques that are used in every automation build. At the top level, Objects can be added.

After you have added Objects you can then add Actions to those Objects, defining the capabilities these
objects can offer to an all-consuming automation component or process. A tally is kept of the Objects and
Actions that the wireframe consists of across the top of theWireframer in addition to the average actions
included within each object.
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The options button to the right allows the user to Edit the wireframe name and description provided
earlier; or once completed Deploy the wireframe.

Automatically for any newObject added, three Actions are added to the Object. By clicking on the “here”
link you can view the Actions.
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To ensure that best practice is adhered all objects that are defined within theWireframer, adhere to the
AAI Framework concept that Blue PrismCloud recommends. In summary, this creates three Actions by
default:

• Attach – This Action creates the attachment relationship between the object and the application;

• Activate – This Actionwill bring the applicationwindow to the foreground ensuring that global
mouse clicks or keyboard events are directed at the focused application;

• Init – This Action ties together the Attach and Activate Actions so they can be called at the top level
of any subsequent Action.

To build yourwireframe process, click on the Add NewObject button. This will display the Create a new
object form. Again, you need to enter a name and a description of the Object.

If you consider the design of an automation processes youwould normally start with ‘launching’ the
application.When usingWireframerwe would build this step separately to the wireframe. The use of
Wireframer is tomap the screenswithin the application that we are interacting with using the different
structural types of design. In addition to setting the name and description, you need to select from the
dropdownwhether the ApplicationModel Type is aWindows or Browser based application that youwant
to interact with. This is used to construct a basic ApplicationModelwithin the object which can be used.
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After selecting your desired ApplicationModel Type, press Save to create the Object. TheWireframer is
updated with the information provided and the tally is updated to reflect the newaddition.

By clicking on the options buttonwithin the Object panel, you can Edit the name and description of the
Object; Add NewAction to add additional Actions; and Delete if youwish to remove the Object and all
associated Actions.

We will now select the Add NewActionmenu option to create an additional Action alongside the existing
default Actions. Like the early forms, enter a name for the Action and a suitable description, then using the
dropdown under theWireframe Type select the type the actionwill perform.
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There are six Action types that can be chosen:

• Empty – an empty Action that has no inbuilt functionality added to it, it is simply a Start stage linked
to an End stage;

• Init-only – an Init Actionwhich is a Start and End stage with a Page Reference stage in between
that references the Init action. This will ensure that the application is attached and the window is
focused on the screen;

• Navigate – deployment of a Navigate stage so you can associate it with a button push or click;

• Read – a Read stage that enables the reading of information from the application;

• Select – is a Navigate stage with an Input, that enables you to access drop-downs or check boxes
where you can pass a true or false flag to ‘tick’ the required box for example;

• Write – aWrite stage enables the population of a field in an application form.

Finally, after the formhas been configured for the Action you require, choose to ‘Publish this action’. If
published was not selected when deploying, the created Actions in the Object will not be available to the
Object when you come to use it in your Processes, somake sure that the Actions are selected to Publish
before deploying.

The AAI Actions are not published. Youwould only need to call themwithin the Object themselves, so a
local interaction and therefore there is no need for them to be published.

• The Init Action calls the Attach and Activate Actions (Internally within the Object);

• Your Actions calls the Init Action (Internally within the Object);

• Your Actions are published meaning they are exposed for other Processes or Objects to use those
actions.

You can view the Action you have added to the Object by selecting the Previewbutton. This will display
the selected Action type as an example theWrite action.

To close the Preview, press the back button on the display. Once you have configured the Action, press
Save to store the changes. The same as the previous optionmenus the option button allows you to Edit
and Delete the Action as required. You can then repeat the steps for adding other Actions as required to
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your Object, or add additional Objects and Actions as required tomap out a particular application or
section of an application as required.

Saving
Any changes youmake to the wireframe as you build out the Objects and Actions are automatically saved.
If you close the window the wireframe is saved as a draft and you can resume fromwhere you left off.

Editing a draft wireframe
To edit a wireframe that has been saved as a draft, from the mainwindow select the Load Drafts from the
mainmenu as shownbelow.Within the Drafts display, using the menu button, you can continue to Edit the
wireframe, Deploy if the wireframe is complete and ready to be built, or Delete if the wireframe is no longer
required.

Deploying a wireframe
By selecting the Deploy you are presented with the following form.

This presents youwith a summary of what will be deployed and allows you to select which environment
youwish to deploy the Object(s) into.

You can also choose to Deploy from the CreateWireframe display if you have completed all the Object
(s) and Action(s) in one sessionwithout needing to use the draft functionality.

By pressing Deploy the wireframe is created and Object(s) deployed to that environment. Once anObject
is deployed through theWireframer it cannot be edited or deleted withinHub. The deployment is added
to Blue Prismand is only available there for further additionalwork or if required deletion. Once deployed
the Object can be viewed in the wireframe deployment screen, accessible by selecting See Previous
Deployments on the mainwireframe menu.
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By selecting View you can see the details of the wireframe that you built earlier. To view the associated
XML code created during the creation of eachObject within this wireframe, youwill need to ensure you
have access to the Process/Object Explorer pluginwithinHub and if necessary switch to the environment
that the Objects were deployed into. Search for the Object name that we created, not the wireframe name,
so in our example Login Screen.

By selecting ViewXML from the associated option button, the XML code will appear in a newbrowser tab.
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Complete a wireframe
The wireframe is a skeleton of an object and does not contain all the necessary information to perform the
automation. If we switch to Blue Prism,we can see that the deployed wireframe Object, in our example
here PO Login screen has been added.

You should first drag and drop the wireframe Object into the respective Group folder before commencing
any work.

Only a Blue PrismSystemAdministrator role can access Objects at the top level of the hierarchy.

Objects need to be within Group folder before they can be worked upon by other Blue Prism roles. Once
within a Group folder, by double-clicking on the Object, the Object Editor is launched.

The image shows the Object as designed within theWireframer plugin.

The standard default pages for anObject, Initialise and CleanUp are provided as normal, as well as the
three default pages that were configured inWireframer, which are the Attach, Activate and Init. Thenwe
have the pages for the Actions we added to the model.
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Spying
Before we can complete the pages and assign the properties, we need to ‘spy’ the application using
applicationmodeller. This way we have all the elements captured that are needed to feed into the Action
stages as properties.We are not going to cover ‘spying’ an application in this user guide however there
are some key points when ‘spying’ that need to be performed. On the majority of the Actions that are
created fromWireframer there are twoAction stages This is again a best practice technique for
automation design. This best practice is called primary and backup elements.When you are designing and
‘spying’ elements in the applicationmodeller, we recommend the use of Primary and Backup elements
wherever possible. A primary element is usually an element in the applicationmodeller which:

• Has been spied in the most accurate mode (e.g.Win32 for thick client applications);

• Includesmatch attributes that specifically dictate where the applicationmodeller can find this
element in the application.

A backup element is usually an element in the applicationmodeller which:

• Has been spied in the most accurate mode using an alternative method (e.g. AA mode for thick
client applications);

• Includesmatch attributes that don’t specifically dictate where the applicationmodeller can find the
element in the application. The match attribute criteria require that the applicationmodeller, search
for the element within the DOMbased on the match attribute selection, or searchwithin the
application element hierarchy API.

The reasons behind the primary and backup elements is to improve speed and resiliency of the Object. If
we consider a case where we need to press an ‘OK’ button on a web application.We would spy the web
application using ‘HTML’mode and use the ‘Path’ variable tomatch the attribute. However, if the web
application is updated or due to additional HTML elements being added it has resulted in the spied ‘Path’
value becoming invalid the web application buttonwouldn’t be found. Therefore, a second spied version
of the element would provide backup resiliency if this occurred. Once we have multiple versions of an
element spied,we can leverage a wait stage that waits for either the primary or the backup element to
exist.Whichever of the elements is found first, then that element is used to send a click to (or appropriate
action). Once all the elements have been captured we can go through each of the pages using the ‘spied’
elements to complete the Object.
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Attach page
The Attach page is complete, and no further changes are required.

Init page
The Init page is also complete, and no further changes are required.

In the Init page in line with best practice techniques you can see the exception logic for recovery and
resumption. This page, also asmentioned earlier, references the Attach and Activate Actions through a
Page Reference stage, to ensure that the application is attached, and the appropriate window is brought
to the foreground and focused.
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Activate page
The Activate page does need an application element to be provided before it can be used, this is indicated
by the red square, breakpoint, around the stage.

By double-clicking on the Activate Navigate stage youwill see that details relating to the application
element needs to be provided to the stage.
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Once you have configured the properties to Activate the applicationwindow. The next step is to clear the
Breakpoint using the menu of a right-mouse click.
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Wireframe action page
Using theWireframerWrite action as an example we can review the stages that need to be configured.
TheWrite Username page in our example has numerous stages identified that require properties to be set
or applicationmodel elements to be aligned.

Towork through the different stages that require attention, anothermethod can be used; the View
Breakpoints option. Invoked by selecting the flag icon in the mainmenu bar.
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By selecting this command, the Breakpoint Locator formappears which lists all the breakpoints set within
the Object.

The form lists all the breakpoints across the Object pages, these can be expanded and then used to
navigate to the appropriate stage on the appropriate page, by selecting Go to stage.
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This formalso enables you to track your progress when adding properties and applicationmodel elements
to all the stages that have breakpoints aligned to them.Once you have actioned all the changes required,
the ViewBreakpoints command should produce a clear formwith no breakpoints remaining. The Init Stage
should be configured to the specific application being used. Once applied the Breakpoint is then removed.

When configuring the properties on theWait Stage it is important to add two element rows, so that you
build the resiliency within the Object. In the image belowwe show the two rows configured with the two
‘spied’ elements.
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Once the properties are saved, two anchor points are added to the diagramwhich need to be connected
to the two, in our example,Write Stages.

Once connected and tidied up, the Breakpoint for theWait Stage can be removed.
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It is important that when configuring theWrite Stages that the correct elements are used which
correspond to the twoWait Stage conditions we set, so in our example the left condition is ‘Username
Check Exists’ so using the Primary element.Whilst the right shows ‘UsernameBU Check Exists’ the Backup
element. The leftWrite Stage is therefore configured.

Completing the secondWrite Stage in a similar way but using the Backup element, then removing the two
Breakpoints completes this wireframe Action page.
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